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Executive Summary
Energy and climate policy in terms of national laws and incentive systems as well as interna‐
tional agreements are expected to induce an extensive structural change in many econo‐
mies. The shape and implications of structural change caused by energy and climate policy
has been subject of numerous studies, which concentrate either on Germany as a whole or
on single regions. However, a multi‐regional input‐output analysis taking interdependencies
across regions and sectors explicitly into account has not been undertaken so far.
This report is to illustrate the construction of the multi‐regional supply‐use table for Germa‐
ny’s federal states. The construction is based on a hybrid approach, which combines the es‐
timation of a preliminary initial estimate using non‐survey techniques with excessive amount
of superior data from surveys on household consumption and industrial cost‐structure. The
estimation of interregional trade is based on transportations statistics. An important feature
is the distinction of six types of income in the households sector. The consolidation initial
estimate and superior data was conducted using the AISHA software package, a tool to con‐
struct (series) of large scale input‐output tables.
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I

Introduction

In recent years multi‐regional input‐output (MRIO) tables and models on the international
level have received growing interested, due to an improved availability of economic ac‐
counts and trade data. The publication of international input‐output databases such as
EORA, EXIOPOL or WIOD has improved the opportunities to study international trade and
supply chains in various fields of application at a high level of regional and sectoral disaggre‐
gation. In the light of global phenomena such as climate change and globalization multi‐
regional input‐output models have become an important methodological framework for
consumption‐based accounting, for example of greenhouse gas emissions (see [Wiedmann,
2009] for a comprehensive review), water use [Daniels et al., 2011] or loss of biodiversity
[Lenzen et al., 2012].
Originally, the theoretical basis of the interregional input‐output model was developed by
[Isard, 1951] for the subnational level. The so‐called Isard‐model is based on full information
about regional as well as sectoral origin and destination of transactions. The term multi‐
regional input‐output model originally refers to a simplified framework of the Isard‐model
developed by Chenery [1953 and Moses [1955, which only requires information about re‐
gional origin and destination of transactions along with information on regional technology
and final consumption structures. Examples of subnational MRIO tables and applications in
various fields such as (transport) infrastructure planning, regional development, environ‐
mental accounting or energy use include inter alia the Netherlands [Eding et al., 1999,
Oosterhaven, 1981, Oosterhaven & Knaap, 2003], Indonesia [Hulu & Hewings, 1993], China
[Liang et al., 2007], Japan [Yi et al., 2007], Australia [Gallego & Lenzen, 2009] and the US
[Gordon et al., 2007, Polenske, 1980, Polenske & Levy, 1975]. Compared to recent develop‐
ments of MRIOs on the international level, however, number of up‐to‐date subnational
MRIO tables and applications falls short. Whereas for international MRIOs national input‐
output tables as well as information on trade flows between country pairs are available for
most countries, such information is most often not available for regions that are part of a
nation.
In the case of Germany a multi‐regional input‐output table has never been compiled yet,
although due to country‐characteristics and developments in the last two decades a MRIO
would have been and would be a useful tool for supporting political decision‐making: First of
all, Germany’s political system is based on strong federal elements, which means that im‐
portant decisions in many fields on policy e.g. economic, environmental‐ or energy are to a
large extend made by local governments. In order to prevent too strong regional divergence
fiscal equalization scheme for the federal states was established in 1950 and has constitu‐
tional rank. In addition to this regional re‐allocation scheme two other developments caused
(at least implicit) regional reallocation policies. The first is the so‐called solidarity surcharge,
a mark‐up on income tax, which was explicitly introduced to finance investments into infra‐
structure in the former socialist eastern part after the German reunification and therefore
promote regional convergence. The second is Renewable Energies Act levy, a mark‐up on
electricity prices, from which feed‐in tariffs for renewable energy power plants are financed.
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Although seemingly aspatial policy, it can be expected that the German energy policy has
strong effects on regional economic development, as locations of production and locations
of operation of renewables are not evenly distributed across the country, but are clustered
in some areas. Photovoltaic panels for example are predominantly produced in eastern re‐
gions and installed in southern regions, whereas the financing is charged from all consumers
of electricity except of heavy industry. The analysis of regional economic effects of the Ger‐
man energy policy was the reason for the compilation of the multi‐regional input‐output
table for Germany.
The lack of data caused the development of various non‐survey methods such as the simple
location‐quotient and its many refinements such as CILQ or FLQ [Bonfiglio & Chelli, 2008,
Flegg & Tohmo, 2011, Schaffer & Chu, 1969, Tohmo, 2004] or the commodity‐balance meth‐
od with its recent extension CHARM [Kronenberg, 2009]. These methods are based on only
few basic data, e.g. as regional employment by industry and assumptions, such as regional
invariance of technology, for generating single‐regional input‐output tables from national
ones. The justification of the use of such methods is the concept of holistic accuracy [Jensen,
1980], which states that a reasonable accuracy of the results can be achieved, if at least
most important intra‐ and interregional transactions can be estimated with high certainty.
For the improvement of the nonsurvey table additional superior data can be introduced re‐
sulting in a hybrid approach (see Lahr [1993 for a review) that can be seen as a pragmatic
compromise between costly and time‐consuming survey‐based and pure non‐survey tables.
For the construction of a full MRIO the set of single‐regional input‐output tables have to be
connected to each other via trade flows between regions. The approaches to accomplish this
task range from using simple proportions (e.g. Bonet [2005) over models of spatial interac‐
tion, such as gravity or entropy‐maximising approaches [Isard et al., 1998, Jensen‐Butler &
Madsen, 1996, Leontief, 1963, Wilson, 1970], to the use of regional transportation data
[Gallego & Lenzen, 2009, Louhela, 2006] or survey information on region‐specific sales or
purchases of companies, i.e. of the wholesale sector [Eding et al., 1999, Piispala, 1999] .
The resulting single‐ or multiregional tables are not usually balanced in the sense that eco‐
nomic accounting balances, e.g. output equals total use of products, are not fulfilled. A wide‐
ly used method for balancing or updating tables is the RAS technique, which is based on the
work of [Stone, 1962]. The result of RAS consists of a final table with minimal distance from
the original one that satisfies constraints for row and column sums. It is important to note
that the quality of final table crucially depends on the quality of the initial estimate and the
methods used to generate it [Round, 1983]. The original RAS method was refined in several
directions to deal with constraints on arbitrary sets of elements, e.g. for the introduction of
additional data as constraints [Cole, 1992, Oosterhaven et al., 1986] , with negatives [Junius
& Oosterhaven, 2003] or uncertainty of or conflicts in data [Dalgaard & Gysting, 2004,
Lenzen et al., 2009] that are used for constraints.
Drawing on these experiences and advances the construction of the German multiregional
supply‐use table is carried out as a hybrid approach, whereby superior data is introduced
during balancing process by making use of the tool AISHA [Geschke et al., 2011], whose core
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is the most recent RAS variant KRAS [Lenzen et al., 2009]. AISHA was developed at the Uni‐
versity of Sydney for the compilation of EORA and offers a high degree of standardization
and automation to the user. KRAS is able to deal with conflicting data on the basis of stand‐
ard deviations of raw data, at the same time it allows the estimation and publication of reli‐
ability information of the final tablebased on standard error propagation [Lenzen et al.,
2013]. The steps of the construction process are shown in figure 1 and are oriented to the
requirements of AISHA:
1. 16 single‐regional tables for the German federal states are constructed by regionaliz‐
ing the national supply‐use table using information from regional accounts. For the
purpose of latter applications final demand of households is estimated from a house‐
hold income and expenditure survey for six types of income‐groups. Finally, interre‐
gional and foreign trade is estimated with a modified version of CHARM
[Kronenberg, 2009].
2. An unbalanced initial estimate of the multi‐regional table is constructed by connect‐
ing the single‐regional tables via trade flows between region pairs. These trade flows
are estimated on the basis regional shares in total interregional trade of products.
3. For the sake of consistency with national and regional accounts additional the na‐
tional supply use‐table as well as data on regional foreign trade, value‐added, wages
and output are used in addition to balancing constraints. In order to improve the
quality of the table and to introduce the spatial dimension data on interregional
transportation flows and information from an industrial cost‐structure survey are
used. The use of the data sources required several steps of estimation and pro‐
cessing.
4. For solving potential conflicts in external data, data uncertainty in terms of standard
deviations is estimated for the constraints.
In following sections the supply‐use framework, on which the German MRIO is based, is in‐
troduced for a single region and further extended to the case of many regions. Particular
attention will be paid to input‐output modeling based on supply‐use tables and their rela‐
tionship to symmetric input‐output tables. Thereafter, the construction of the initial esti‐
mate is described in detail, whereby the need for modifying CHARM will be discussed and a
refined version of the method will be developed. The following section deals with the esti‐
mation and processing of superior data for the improvement of the initial estimate as well as
with the estimation of data uncertainty. Finally, the resulting final table will be discussed,
which results from putting all these data are together by making use of AISHA.
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Figure 1 Structure of the construction procedure

Source: own calculations
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II

The Supply‐Use Accounting Framework

The dimension of a symmetric input‐output table can either be product‐by‐product or indus‐
try‐by‐industry. Product‐by‐product tables contain homogeneous products in the rows that
are produced by homogenous branches (columns), so that it describes technology of produc‐
tion. An industry‐by‐industry table however consists of industry‐output (row) and industries
(column), whereby each transaction is considered as a bundle of different products. Due to
this characteristic, industry‐by‐industry tables describe inter‐industry relations rather than
production technology. With respect to economic analysis product‐by‐product tables are
considered to be the more appropriate type for applications related to effects of changes in
technology, such as improvements in energy efficiency of steel production. However, indus‐
try‐by‐industry tables are considered to be better suited for the assessment of impacts on
industries, such as employment effects of infrastructure projects [Eurostat/European
Commission, 2008].
Unlike symmetric Input‐Output tables, which are either of the industry‐by‐industry or prod‐
uct‐by‐product type, the Supply‐Use framework incorporates both dimensions. The intro‐
duction of the Supply‐Use accounting framework was largely induced by the fact, that indus‐
tries often produce more than one product like secondary‐ or by‐products. Due to differenti‐
ating between the production of products by industries and the use of products by industries
and categories of final demand, heterogeneity of production can be accounted explicitly. For
the purpose of input‐output analysis supply‐use tables can be transformed into industry‐by‐
industry and product‐by‐product tables imposing assumptions on either production technol‐
ogy or market‐shares. This framework therefore offers a lot of flexibility for later applica‐
tions of the German multi‐regional supply‐use‐table [Eurostat/European Commission, 2008].
There are further advantages for using supply‐use tables instead of symmetric IO tables as
the basis for models. When it comes to the construction for a single or for many regions on a
sub‐national level or when several a national tables are linked to an international table, data
about trade flows are crucially important, in order to capture spatial spillover effects. The
advantages of supply‐use tables especially come into play during this construction process,
as data on trade flows, consumption and production data are classified by products, whereas
data about regional value added or wages are classified by industry (Madsen and Jensen‐
Butler 1999; [Bouwmeester & Oosterhaven, 2008]. Data can be more easily used for non‐
survey methods within a supply‐use framework, as it incorporates both dimensions: prod‐
ucts and industries [Oosterhaven, 1984]. The supply‐use framework is also used by statistical
offices for the collection of economic data and it is, therefore, argued by Madsen and Jen‐
sen‐Butler [1999] that more accurate results could be achieved, since regional data can be
used directly in contrast to the regionalization of square tables, which often require a re‐
classification of data. Hence, Oosterhaven [1984, p. 574] concludes that “instead of trying to
force data into a square format, one may better present them in the format in which they
are assembled of firms and consumers”.
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The Supply‐Use framework has also advantages on theoretical ground: It is furthermore ar‐
gued that models based on the supply‐use framework are much closer related to theories of
production, consumption and trade of commodities[Madsen & Jensen‐Butler, 1999] In addi‐
tion supply‐use tables are considered to make implications of assumptions of models based
on them easier to understand, in comparison models based on symmetric tables, which they
call a “reduced form” [p. 278].
In the following subsections the supply‐use framework is introduced and models, based on
the transformation of supply‐use tables into symmetric input‐output tables under assump‐
tions on market‐shares or technology are discussed. Afterwards the supply‐use framework is
extended to the multi‐regional level.

II.1

Supply‐Use and Symmetric Input‐Output Tables

Table 1 presents the basic structure of the Supply‐Use framework according to the European
System of Accounts [Eurostat, 1996], whereby the Supply table appears transposed and is
then called Make table:
Table 1 Supply‐use framework for a single region
Product

Industry

Final demand

Exports

Total

Product
Industry
Value Added
Output
Imports
Total

Source: own calculations
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The Supply‐Use framework encompasses two fundamental sub‐matrices: the use‐matrix
and the make‐matrix
. Element
indicates the amount of product j that is
used by industry i as an intermediate input regardless of its origin, therefore this type of use‐
matrix is also known as total flow use‐matrix in contrast to domestic flow use‐matrices1. Val‐

1

Domestic flow use‐matrices are not published by the federal statistical office. Also, use tables are
valuated at purchaser prices and make tables at basic prices with a transition to purchaser prices.
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below the use‐matrix and contains the sum
ue added is arranged as the row vector
primary inputs used by industry i for the production of its output as well as taxes less subsi‐
dies on products and production. The generic element of the make‐matrix
represents the
domestic production of product j by industry i. Imports of product j are represented as the
row vector
under the make‐matrix. On the right hand side of use‐matrix two col‐
umn vectors
and
stand for domestic final use and exports of product j. d is
the sum of final consumption expenditure by households, government and non‐profit organ‐
ization serving households (NPISH), as well as gross capital formation.
Based on these components it can be observed that two fundamental identities must hold
for products and industries. Firstly, the total output by industry must be equal the sum of
intermediate consumption and value‐added by industry, that is:
∑

∑

(1)

, where
is a generic element of the total output by industry vector. The second
identity is the product supply‐demand balance:
∑

∑

(2)

Equation (2) states that the total supply of product j (domestic production and imports) must
equal the total use of product j as an intermediate input or for final consumption. Written in
matrix terms (1) and (2) appear as:
(1a)
(2a)
, where and indcate summation over rows and columns respectively and
notes total final demand.

de‐

Similar to symmetric input‐output table derivation of model requires the connection of pur‐
chases of intermediate inputs by industry with output by industry. Technical coefficients are
then defined as:
(3)
contains “true” technical coefficients, as its elements
account for intermediate con‐
sumption of domestic as well as imported goods. The hat indicates vectors written as diago‐
nal matrices. Solving (3) for U and substituting into (2a) yields:
(4)
It is obviously not possible to generate a total requirements matrix from (4) without trans‐
forming either industry output into commodity output or vice versa by using only infor‐

For sake of simplicity the use matrix is assumed to be valuated at basic prices, as the problem of
valuation concepts is tackled below.
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mation contained in the Make‐matrix [Miller & Blair, 2009]. The conversion into either
commodity‐ or industry output implies different assumptions.
The first alternative is to define column coefficients from the make‐matrix:
(5).
D is the matrix of commodity supply proportions, whose elements
/ denote the
share of total product supply j that is produced by industry i or imported, assuming each
product to be supplied in fixed proportions by domestic industries and the rest of the world.
Hence, D is also known as the market shares matrix. Substituting (5) into (4) and solving for s
yields a solution that expresses the relationship between final demand for domestic and
imported products and total product supply:
(6).
In other words, (6) is equivalent to an input‐output model based on a product‐by‐product
table including domestic and imported products in the transaction matrix2. In many applica‐
tions the effect on imported products needs to be separated from the effect on domestic
production. Similarly, it is often favorable to only analyze the effect of final demand for do‐
mestic products on domestic output. Both purposes require the definition of a relationship
between total and domestic flows. For product supply we have:
(7a),
where is a diagonal vector of import ratios.On the demand side it is assumed that there are
fixed proportions of imports and domestic output in product supply for any type of use. For
intermediate and final demand the separation is given as:
(7b)
and
(7c),
where the superscript N indicates the domestic origin of products. This import proportionali‐
ty assumption is considered as one possible approach for separating total flow tables into
domestic and import tables in the Eurostat manual [2008] and it is suggested to perform this
separation on the most detailed level of disaggregation. Although in reality import shares for
a product may well differ over the types of uses, empirical assessment by[Oosterhaven et al.,
2008] showed that the impact of this assumption is small3.

2

This type of symmetric tables is based on the European System of Accounts[Eurostat, 1996], which
is closely related to what is denoted as type A of import allocation in the UN handbook [1993] on
national accounts .

3

Some authors such as [Jackson, 1998] and [Lahr, 2001] exclude exports from the import‐
proportionality assumption or apply different proportions on them, as the share of import in ex‐
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Using (6) and (7a) and solving for domestic output yields a product‐by‐product solution de‐
scribing the impact of shifts in total final demand domestic product output:
(8)
If (7b) is additionally substituted into (8) a product‐by‐product solution is achieved that de‐
scribes the effect final demand for domestic products on domestic product output:
(9)
In the case that one wants to achieve a model that is equivalent to an input‐output model
based on symmetric industry‐by‐industry tables (4) is pre‐multiplied by ,(5) is substituted
and solved for industry‐output:
(10).
As the market‐share matrix represents the contribution of each industry to total supply of
products (domestic output and imports), pre‐multiplication with transforms the effect of
final demand on product supply to effects on domestic industries. Also, final demand for
products is transformed into final demand for output of domestic industries[Sargento,
2009].
The second alternative is based on the matrix of row coefficients derived from the supply‐
matrix:
(11).
The elements of C,
/ , denote the share of commodity j in the output of industry i,
assuming that the proportions of different products in the output of each industry are fixed.
C is, therefore, also called the product mix matrix. Similar (5) for the first alternative (11) can
be used to derive models that are equivalent to input‐output models based on product‐by‐
product ore industry‐by‐industry tables. Substituting (11) into (4) yields:
(12).
Equation (12) can, then, be used along with import ratios defined in (7a) to derive models
that describe the effect of total final demand on either product supply or domestic output:
(13)
and
(14)
For the assessment of shift in final demand for domestic products (7b) may be substituted
into (13) analogously to (9):
(15).

ported products (re‐exports) often differs considerably from other types of use. The role of re‐
exports is discussed more deeply in section III.1.3.
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Finally, it is also possibly to derive a model equivalent to those based on symmetric industry‐
by‐industry tables. Substituting (7a) into (4), pre‐multiplying with
and solving for indus‐
try output yields:
(16).
On analogy to (10) the inverse product mix matrix is used to transfer final demand for do‐
mestic products into final demand directed to industries[Sargento, 2009].
As mentioned before, product‐by‐product tables require stating assumptions on production
technology: Deriving product‐by‐product tables using (5) requires the assumption that all
products produced by an industry to have the same input structure, so that each industry
uses one characteristic technology. This assumption is therefore called Industry Technology
Assumption (ITA). Making use of (11), however, implies that each product is produced with
the same input structure irrespective of the industry that produces it, so that each product
has one characteristic technology. For this reason the second assumption is known as Com‐
modity Technology Assumption (CTA) [Miller & Blair, 2009, Sargento, 2009].
There has been a long lasting debate over pros and cons of both assumptions in the litera‐
ture, but this controversial mostly concerns the case where the number of industries and
products is equal (n=m). The reason simply is that there is no well‐defined inverse of C (8a
and 8b) in the case of rectangular tables (
), thus generation of total requirements ma‐
trices either requires aggregating commodities or industries until n=m, which goes along
with a loss of information, or one has to choose an industry technology model[Miller & Blair,
2009]. Aside from models based on rectangular tables no consensus that prefers one of the
assumptions could have been achieved yet. Jansen and ten Raa [1990] for example state
four properties of the product‐by‐product direct requirement matrix
, that should be
matched when deriving them from Supply‐Use tables and prove that only the commodity‐
technology assumption satisfies all four criteria. The first property is the material balance
meaning that total intermediate use of product j in the use table has to be equal to symmet‐
ric table. Financial balance, the second property, requires total revenue of product j to be
equal to the sum of material cost and value added. Thirdly, price invariance implies
that
, is unaffected fromthe choice of a base year if U and V are tables in constant
prices. And finally, technical coefficients are expected to be invariant with regard to scaling
factors. In contrast to the CTA ITA only fulfills the assumption of material balance.
On the other hand, the major drawback of the CTA is that it frequently produces negative
transactions and thus negative elements in the direct requirement matrix when applied to
real world input‐output data, albeit most of them are small. The occurrence of negatives,
which was first published by[van Rijckeghem, 1967], is obviously economically unreasonable.
This problem is often seen as a result of errors in data or heterogeneous classification. How‐
ever, De Mesnard [2011]argues that negatives arise systematically by proving that negatives
in inverse supply‐matrices derived from symmetric product‐by‐product tables occur even if
the symmetric table contains no negatives. In a less recent paperhe argues that even if nega‐
tives do not occur, the commodity‐technology assumption should be rejected, concluding
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that “either IBT [ITA] is adopted but violates Koop Jansen and Ten Raa’s axioms [1990] or
CBT [CTA] is chosen but one must convert it into a poor and implausible supply‐driven mod‐
el” [2004] p. 127. Almon [2000], however, finds the industry technology assumption “highly
implausible” (citing the System of National Accounts 1993), because companies often pro‐
duce secondary products that differ completely from the main product in terms of input
structure (e.g. car manufacturers usually also supply financial services to customers). He also
presents an algorithm that avoids negative values and was successfully used by the IN‐
FORUM group since 1967.
Industry‐by‐industry tables, on the other hand, do not require assumptions on technology to
be made, although in literature the term “technology” is still frequently used. Eurostat finds
the technology terminology misleading when applied to industry‐by industry tables (as it was
done in the SNA 1968) and differentiates between technology assumptions (industry and
commodity based) that are used to derive product‐by‐product symmetric tables and sales
structure assumptions that are used to derive industry‐by‐industry tables. Sales structure
assumption can differentiate into fixed industry sales and fixed product sales meaning that
either each industry output or each product has a specific sales structure. The assumption of
fixed industry sales structure is also prone to negatives in the direct requirements matrix
(the procedure also makes use of the inversion of C) and [Mesnard, 2011] concludes that his
arguments against CTA also apply to the assumption of fixed industry sales structure, despite
of being rather implausible. In contrast to industry‐sales structures Eurostat [2008]argues
that the fixed product‐sales structure assumption is widely used in statistical offices for the
transmission to industry‐by‐industry tables, as it permits the occurrence of negative values.
It is, furthermore, argued that overall sales structure in a row is actually not an assumption,
since it is observed in the data.
Considering the application on regional structural change issues and advantages of simplicity
and clarity compared to deriving product‐by‐product models based on commodity‐
technology assumptions, it was decided to focus on industry‐by‐industry models using fixed
product sales‐structure.
II.2

The Family of Multi‐Regional Supply‐Use Accounting Frameworks

In the construction of single and many‐region input‐output tables symmetric tables (indus‐
try‐by‐industry or product‐by‐product tables) of domestic flows have been predominant
formats for a long time4, but in recent years a growing interest in compiling rectangular Sup‐
ply‐Use tables for a single or many regions from national ones can be observed. Early at‐
tempts to extend the supply‐use framework to multi‐ and interregional cases, analogue to
symmetric models such as those developed by Chenery and Moses ([1953] and [1955]) or
Isard[1951], were given by Hoffman and Kent [1974] and, in greater detail, by Oosterhaven
[1984], who developed a whole family of different multi‐ and interregional supply‐use ac‐

4

e.g. Miller and Blair’s (2009) comprehensive textbook only deals with regional‐ and multiregional
symmetric tables
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counting frameworks. In a recent publication Jackson and Schwarm [2011] pick up this issue
complaining a gap in literature on conceptual aspects of multi‐regional supply‐use tables.
The simplest possible variant of multi‐regional supply‐use frameworks, in which only infor‐
mation about the spatial origin and destination of trade flows is given, is presented in table 2
for the case of two regions
, . In comparison to the single regional framework
inTable 1 is disaggregated into two regional supply tables
, whose generic ele‐
ment denote the amount of product j that is product by industry i in region q. Column sums
denote the total regional output by product. Imports of products are shown sepa‐
rated into their regional origin:
denotes the imports of product j of region s from
region r and

denotes the imports of product j of region s from the rest of the

world (row). The sum of domestic output and imports from other regions and the rest of
world delivers the total supply of products within a region:
.
Table 2 Multi‐regional supply‐use table
Region r

Region r

Product

Region s

Product

Product

Industry

Region s
Product

Final Demand

Industry

Exports

Exports

(region r)

(region s)

Exports

Total

0

Industry

0

Industry

Value Added
Output
Imports (region r)

0

Imports (region s)

0

Imports (row)
Total

Source: own calculations
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The national use‐table is also disaggregated into two regional tables:

is the gener‐

ic element regional use table and denotes the amount of product j that is used by industry i
in region q as an intermediate input. Total final use of product j in region q is separated into
domestic final use
, exports to other regions
and to the rest of the
world

. Value added of industry i in region q is indicated by the row vector

. Output of industry i in region q
consumption by industry
and value added.

is then the sum of total intermediate
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Within this framework following accounting identities must hold: The first one is the product
supply‐demand balance, which states that total supply of products has to equal to total use
of products within a region:
∙

∙

(17a).

The second identity states that total output by industry has to be equal to the sum of inter‐
mediate and primary inputs (value added) and is thus called industry input‐output balance:
(18)
By making use of partitionated matrices (17) and (18) appear as:
(17b)
(18b).
Whereby the matrices have the following form:
;

;

;
;

;

;

;

;

If one wants to derive an input‐output model that describes the relationship between re‐
gional final demand and regional product‐ or industry output respectively, trade coefficients
need to be defined that transform aspatial regional purchases to their origin of production:
→
The elements of

(18).
denote the share of a region in total supply of product j in each region.

For products, that are also imported from the rest of the world, column sums of will be
smaller than unity and will, therefore, separate total regional purchases (intraregional + im‐
ports from other regional + imports from the rest of world) into purchases from a specific
region excluding imports from the rest of the world. Introducing along with technical coef‐
ficients and sector‐shares and assuming equal average import propensity of all types of
use (17b) may be rewritten as:
≡

(19)

The difference between the matrix
sector‐shares matrix and the market‐shares
matrix is that sector shares do not imports into account. The reason for using sector‐shares
is that import from the rest of the world are already excluded by using , so that using mar‐
ket‐shares would result in double‐counting of foreign imports. Thereby, product
as
following properties: The sector‐shares matrix allocates regional product output to re‐
gional industries according to their sector‐shares and determines, therefore, regional output
by industry. Regional industry‐output further determines intermediate consumption of
products by industries according to the technical coefficients matrix assuming industry
technology. Thereafter, regional intermediate consumption is allocated to the regional origin
of products and purchases from the rest of the world are excluded. Solving (19) for product
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output yields the solution of a multi‐regional input‐output model that describes the relation‐
ship between regional final demand and regional product output:
(20).
The corresponding industry‐by‐industry model is derived as follows:
≡

→

(21)

In this case pre‐multiplying final demand by
, first, transfers final demand for products to
purchases from a specific region and further to specific industries that deliver that products.
This model is analogous to the Chenery‐Moses‐model for symmetric multi‐regional tables in
the sense that information about the spatial origin and destination of products is used to
derive a matrix of (column) trade coefficients, which distributes aspatial purchases of indus‐
tries and categories of (domestic) final demand within a region to different regional sources
according to their market share in product supply [Oosterhaven, 1984].
If additional information about the destination of regional imports in terms of industry and
categories of final demand are, given following interregional accounting framework can be
constructed, whose corresponding model is analogue to Oosterhaven’s [1984] purchase‐only
interregional and the use‐regionalized model respectively [Jackson & Schwarm, 2011].Table
3 presents this framework.
Table 3 Use‐regionalized inter‐regional framework
Region r

Region r

Product

Region s

Product

Product

Industry

Region s
Final
Demand

Product

Industry

Exports
Final
Demand

Total

(row)

Industry

Industry

Imports (row)
Value Added
Output

Source: own calculations

IEK‐STE 2013

The difference between Table 4 and the use‐regionalized accounting framework is that the
domestic demand is that intermediate and (domestic) final demands are now separated ac‐
cording to their spatial origin.
denotes the demand of industry i in region q for
product j produced in region q and

denotes the (domestic) final demand in re‐
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gion q for product j produced in region q. Hence, the link to the multi‐regional table is the
following:
is an approximation of
and
is an approximation of
by
assuming equal average import propensity of industries and categories of final demand (in‐
and
are purchases from the rest of
cluding exports to the rest of the world)
world for intermediate and final use in region q respectively. For the development of an in‐
terregional input‐output model interregional input coefficients are derived from as
. Each element of denotes the share of product j produced in region q that is
used in the own or the other region by industry i for intermediate consumption. The prod‐
uct‐by‐product model is then derived as follows:
≡

→

(22)

In this case final demand for products from a specific region is first distributed to industries
according to their sector‐shares and afterwards transferred into corresponding intermedi‐
ate consumption of products from a specific region. Similar to
in the multiregional model
imports from the rest of the world are excluded. The corresponding industry‐by‐industry
model can be derived as follows:
≡

→

(23)

In the interregional industry‐by‐industry model based on the use‐regionalized framework
final demand for products is at first allocated to industry output according to sector‐shares.
Corresponding intermediate purchases of products from a specific region is, as a second
step, allocated to industries using sector‐shares again [Jackson & Schwarm, 2011,
Oosterhaven, 1984, Sargento, 2009] .
The third possible accounting framework is presented in Table 4, namely the make‐
regionalized [Jackson & Schwarm, 2011] or sales‐only inter‐regional table [Oosterhaven,
1984].
On contrary to use‐regionalized framework, that requires additional information about the
destination of regional imports in terms of industry and categories of final demand, infor‐
mation about the industrial origin is needed in addition to information of spatial origin and
destination of trade flows.
denotes the amount of product j produced by indus‐
try i in region q shipped to the same or to another region. Within this framework the techno‐
logical coefficient matrix is used to distribute total intermediate demand for products in a
region to the purchasing industries. The further distribution of these aspatial purchases to
regions and industries of origin by means of a spatial market‐share matrix
. The
corresponding industry‐by‐industry interregional models can be derived as:
≡

→

(24).

In this case total final demand is multiplied by the interregional market‐shares matrix and
therefore transformed into final demand for output of industries in the respective regions,
whereby final demand for imports from the rest of the world are excluded. Next, final de‐
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mand for regional industry output is linked to intermediate consumption of domestic and
imported products via the matrix of technical coefficients .
Table 4 make‐regionalized inter‐regional table
Region r

Region r

Product

Region s

Product

Product

Industry

Region s
Product

Industry

Final
Demand

Exports

Exports

(region r)

(region s)

Exports
(row)

Total

0

Industry

0

Industry

Value Added
Imports (row)
Total

Source: own calculations

IEK‐STE 2013

Thereafter, aspatial intermediate consumption is transformed into intermediate demand for
industry‐output of the regions (again excluding imports from the rest of the world) by multi‐
plying with ([Jackson & Schwarm, 2011];[Oosterhaven, 1984]). The corresponding model
for the product‐by‐product dimension in found by pre‐multiplying (24) with sector‐shares
matrix in order to relate effects of final demand on industry‐output to regional output of
products
(25).
Finally, it is also possible to use both information on industrial as well as regional origin and
destination of products in an interregional accounting framework. Table 5 presents such a
framework. In contrast to the aforementioned accounting frameworks information about
industrial origin and destination is necessary in addition to information on regional trade
flows. For this reason regional use‐tables as well as regional supply tables can be split up into
regional origin of products used and regional destination of products supplied by an indus‐
try. From this frame work an input‐output model with product‐by‐product dimension may
be derived, by defining a matrix of region specific sector‐shares
≡

→

:
(26).

The corresponding model for the industry‐by‐industry dimension in found by transforming
final demand for products from a specific region to demand for industry‐output of that re‐
gion by pre‐multiplying with region specific sector‐shares and adjusting the total require‐
ment matrix:
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≡

→

(27).

As all of the four accounting frameworks presented in this subsection are related to the
same kind of input‐output models, the question of which framework should be selected re‐
mains. According to Jackson and Schwarm [2011] the use‐regionalized framework is argued
to correspond more closely to a demand‐driven model, whereas the make‐regionalized
framework corresponds to a supply‐driven model, as it is implied that an increase in industry
output induces an increase in demand for output of that industry in regions and purchasing
industries. Furthermore, in the case of the German table data from income‐ and expenditure
survey on households as well as from industrial cost structure surveys are available, so that
for the use of these superior data sources a use‐regionalized framework in more favorable.
The German Multi‐Regional Supply‐Use Table (GerMRSUT) will, therefore, be based on the
use‐regionalized framework as presented in table 3.
Table 5Supply and Use‐regionalized inter‐regional framework
Region r

Region r

Product

Region s

Product

Product

Industry

Region s
Final
Demand

Product

Industry

Exports
Final
Demand

(row)

Industry

Industry

Imports (row)
Value Added
Total

Source: own calculations

IEK‐STE 2013

Total
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III

The Non‐Survey Multi‐Regional Supply‐Use Table for Germany

The estimation of the non‐survey version of the German Multi‐Regional Supply‐Use Table
(GerMRSUT) is performed in two broad steps. At first, 16 individual single regional supply‐
use tables for each federal state are constructed. These individual tables are estimated by
means of regionalization of a national supply‐use table for 2007. The estimation of the single
regional tables can be distinguished into three major parts according to data sources and
methods used: Firstly, the estimation of regional supply tables, value‐added and the inter‐
mediate part of the use‐tables is mostly based on partial information about regional em‐
ployment, value‐added and output. Secondly, as in contrast to the national table the house‐
hold sector is separated into six income groups, estimation of final demand of these house‐
hold sectors is based on the income and expenditure survey on households. Finally, for the
estimation of a region’s gross trade flows with the rest of the country and the rest of the
world a modified version of CHARM [Kronenberg, 2009]approach is developed and applied.
III.1 Estimation of 16 Single‐Regional Tables
In the case of the national supply‐use table it was possible to choose between tables pub‐
lished by the federal statistical office and tables form the World Input‐Output Database
(WIOD). For this project it was decided to regionalize the WIOD supply‐use tables for follow‐
ing reasons:
First, for the assessment of economic impacts due to political actions or infrastructure pro‐
jects use tables should preferably be valued at basic prices instead of purchaser prices. In
contrast to the latter basic prices do not include net taxes on products as well as trade mar‐
gins5, instead they are separated and reallocated to trade industries and a net taxes on
products account by industry. Despite of being more closely related to economic theory of
production valuation at basic prices has the advantage, that effects on net taxes on products
or trade industries can be studied directly [Eurostat/European Commission, 2008]. The fed‐
eral statistical office only publishes use tables at purchaser prices along with a tax and a
trade margin vector, whereas WIOD provides use tables at basic prices as well as two margin
tables.
Second, considering latter applications on regional and social distribution effects of energy
policy, WIOD provides the more comprehensive data environment, as additional accounts
for material use, energy consumption, skill‐content of labour etc. are provided. Furthermore,
for the national level time series of supply‐use tables a current and previous year prices are
available, which allow the estimation of price elasticities for the application of dynamic in‐
put‐output or general equilibrium models.

5

In the official German SUTs as well as in WIOD SUTs for Germany explicit information on transport
margins is published.
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III.1.1 Supply and Intermediate Use
For the estimation of regional industry output and value‐added components following data
were provided by the working group for national accounts of the federal states and the fed‐
eral agency of employment:




Value‐added and wages were provided for all states at varying levels of detail ranging from
16NACE Rev. 1.1 Sections (A to P) to 59 2‐digit categories.
Gross output was provided for 16 NACE Rev. 1.1 Sections (A to P) for all states except for
Mecklenburg West‐Pomerania and Thuringia.
Employment data was provided at a 3‐digit level for all states.

The WIOD SUTs are based on SUTs and national accounts provided by statistical agencies of
participating countries, but they’ve run through several procedures of harmonization, espe‐
cially with respect to international trade relationships. Total value‐added and gross output
on the level of 16 broad NACE Rev. 1.1 industry sections are consistent with corresponding
values from official data sources, but there are small deviations in intermediate and final
consumption structures as well as in the distribution of gross output and value‐added over
industries on a 2‐digit level of disaggregation.
In a first step regional value added data was split into individual industry‐by‐region tables
one for each NACE Rev. 1.1 section that exhibits a higher level of disaggregation in the WIOD
SUTs. This was the case for manufacturing (D), trade and repair (G), transport, storage and
communication (I) and renting, real estate and business activities (K). For regions that pro‐
vide value‐added data at a 2‐digit level, some information had to be aggregated to the WIOD
level of disaggregation, whereas for regions that provide data only for NACE Rev. 1.1 sec‐
tions missing entries have been estimated by assuming that value‐added of an industry in
proportional to employment as:
∙

∙

∗

⁄

(28)

, where ∙ and ∙ denote value‐added of industry i in region r or in the nation n and
and
denote employment of that industry on a regional or national level. As row and
column sums are consistent neither with the national WIOD totals nor to regional totals in
the case of estimated entries, RAS was applied for the adjustment to row and column totals.
Regional wages were estimated on analogy to the procedure for value‐added data. The re‐
sults of this procedure are value‐added and wage data that are consistent with national
WIOD totals as well as with regional totals for NACE Rev. 1.1 Sections.
Other value‐added than wages is calculated as the difference between value‐added and
wages by industry and further disaggregated into net operating surplus, depreciation and
net taxes on production by assuming the regional shares of these components in other val‐
ue‐added by industry to be equal to the national shares taken from the official use table6:

6

WIOD use tables only report wages and other value‐added.
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,

∗

,

.

⁄

(29).

.

The estimation of regional output by industry is carried out in two steps. For all regions de‐
spite Mecklenburg West‐Pomerania and Thuringia information about output is available for
NACE Rev. 1.1 sections, so that the first step consists of the estimation of output for the two
missing regions. This is done by allocating the difference between national WIOD totals and
the sum of output of the other states according to Mecklenburg West‐Pomerania’s and Thu‐
ringia’s share of value‐added for each section. As for the estimation of value added and
wages individual industry‐by‐region tables for the sections D, G, I and K are constructed for
the estimation of output by industry for 2‐diggit NACE Rev. 1.1 categories. The entries of
those tables are estimated by assuming that output by industry in a region is proportional to
regional value‐added of that industry, analogue to (28) for value‐added:
∙

∙

⁄

∗

(30)

This first approximation is then adjusted to national WIOD and to regional totals of a NACE
section via RAS.
Given the estimates for regional output and value‐added by industry it is possible to calcu‐
late intermediate consumption at purchaser prices as , . .
. For the estimation
of total intermediate consumption at basic prices it is necessary to deduce net taxes on
products. This is carried out by assuming that tax payments by industry are proportional to
total intermediate consumption at purchaser prices, so that
, . .⁄ , . . .
Total intermediate consumption at basic prices is then calculated as

,

. .

,

. .

.

The structure of intermediate consumption in region r is estimated by stating the assump‐
tion that each industry has the same composition of purchases on the regional and national
level, so that:
,

. .⁄ ,

. .

(31).

It is preferable to use regional shares of total intermediate consumption instead of shares in
regional output or value‐added, as the formulation in (31) better reflects regional differ‐
ences in productivity, which are known as fabrication effects [Round, 1978].
Finally, for the estimation of regional production structures of industries for the supply table
it was assumed that the composition of products produced by an industry is equal to the
national level. The elements of the national supply table are therefore scaled by the share of
industry i’s output in region r in national output of that industry:
⁄

(32).

After these steps regional supply matrices, as well as regional value added and intermediate
consumption tables of the initial single regional tables are populated. The remaining items to
be estimated are final demand and interregional as well as foreign trade.
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III.1.2 Domestic Final Use
Domestic final demand is subdivided into consumption of households, non‐profit organiza‐
tions serving households (NPISH), and government, as well as gross capital formation. For
the estimation of the consumption of regional governments and gross capital formation re‐
gional totals are available from regional accounts, but their national total deviates from
those given by the WIOD use table. These items are first adjusted to match national totals of
the WIOD use table and then applied to the national product structures by assuming equal
structure on the national and the regional level. The adjustment is proceeded according to:
∙ . .

∙ . .

∙ . .

∙

∙ . .

(33),

where denotes a category of final demand,
∙ . . denotes the national total at purchas‐
er prices and ∙ ∙ . . the corresponding sum of regional totals. For the consumption of non‐
profit organizations serving households regional shares in national population are used to
estimate total regional consumption at purchaser prices of that category, as there is no in‐
formation available. On analogy to the deduction of net taxes on products for total interme‐
diate consumption, it is assumed that tax payments are proportional to total expenditures at
purchaser prices:
∙ . .
∙ . . . Afterwards, total consumption at basic
prices is calculated as ∙ . .
. In final step expenditures for individual prod‐
∙ . .
uct groups are estimated analogue to intermediate consumption by assuming that regional
structures are equal to those of the national use‐table:
∙ . .

∙ . .

(34).

Due to the crucial role of consumption of households and the later application of the Ger‐
man MRSUT to distributional effects of the German energy policy on disposable income and
consumption of different income groups, consumption structures are estimated from the
income and expenditure survey (EVS for Einkommens‐ und Verbrauchsstichprobe) for 2008.
The EVS is conducted every five years and based on a sample of approx. 60,000 households.
Participants allocate their gross income on six types namely wage income, profit income,
rental income, returns from monetary assets, public and non‐public transfers, whereas con‐
sumption expenditures are allocated on 133 types of intended use COICOP categories. In the
regional supply‐use tables final demand categories
1, … ,6 represent those income‐
groups. The estimation is carried out in three broad steps, which include, first, the estima‐
tion of consumption by product of regional households, second, the disaggregation of ex‐
penditures according to six types of income and, finally, the conversion of expenditures at
purchaser prices into basic prices.
Expenditures of each household by COICOP categories are first weighted by an expansion
factor, which indicates the number of households represented by a household participating
in the survey. Thereafter consumption expenditures are aggregated according to regions.
Because expenditure surveys are often affected incorrectly filled questionnaires [Lehmann,
2004], adjustments via correction coefficients for each COICOP category are calculated as
quotients of expenditures for a COICOP category from national accounts and the corre‐
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sponding national aggregates calculated from EVS data. These correction coefficients are,
then, applied to regional values such that it is assumed that the degree deviation within each
COICOP category is invariant with respect to regions. In order to integrate the consumption
data into the regional use tables, it is necessary to convert the data from COICOP categories
into CPA product groups via the most recent consumption interdependence table, which was
publish for 2006 by the federal statistical office [Kronenberg & Többen, 2011]. This step de‐
livers preliminary estimates of consumption expenditures for 2008 valuated at purchaser
prices ̅ , . . .For the deflation to 2007 and for the correction of deviations due to the use of
the 2006 consumption interdependence table preliminary estimates are arranged in a prod‐
uct‐by‐region table, so that row sums and column sum from the national consumption of
product j and total consumption of households in region r respectively. The entries are then
adjusted to the 2007 national consumption vector of households taken from the WIOD use
table at purchaser prices and to regional totals of consumption of households taken from
regional account data via RAS, such that , . . ∑ ̅ . . and ∙, . . ∑ ̅ . . .
The second step consists of disaggregating regional consumption expenditures by product
into six types of income. As many households have several types of income, consumption
expenditures for COICOP categories of each household are divided according to the shares of
each income type in household’s total income. These expenditures are, then, aggregated
with respect to the type of income and location, which yields regional expenditures by prod‐
uct
. . for each region and income‐group. Similar to the first step expenditures are con‐
verted from COICOP categories into CPA products, which are further used to calculate coeffi‐
cients for the disaggregation
1, … ,6. Finally, the RAS
. . ∑
, . . for
adjusted expenditure are allocated on types of income according to:
. .

̅

(35)

. .

This procedure is based on the assumption that consumption expenditures of an individual
household only depend on total income. Note, that it also allows individual consumption
structures of households for each region and type of income.
As final step a revaluation from purchaser to basic prices is conducted by stating the as‐
sumption that the share of net taxes and trade margins in household’s consumption of
product j at purchaser prices is equal among all regions and types of income. Information on
net taxes and trade margins embodied in consumption expenditures of households by prod‐
uct are delivered by the WIOD valuation matrices. First, net taxes on products are deduced
as:
. .

. .

1

,

. .

(36)

Thereafter, trade margins are deduced from each type of product consumed and re‐
allocated on the corresponding type of trade service, which yields expenditures by product
at basic prices for each region and type of income:
. .

. .

1

,

. .

(37)
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Thus, the procedure for the conversion of purchaser into basic prices, is based on the as‐
sumptions that net tax rates and the share of trade margins of a product is invariant with
respect income type and region. After this step single regional use‐tables can be populated
with final consumption of households disaggregated into six types of income, so that only
interregional and foreign trade remains to be estimated.
III.1.3 Regional Trade
Originally it was planned to base the estimation of regional foreign trade on regional trade
statistics that report foreign imports and exports of the federal state and distinguishes 205
3‐digit EWG 20027 product groups. The use of this information was hampered for several
reasons: First, for each product group there is a share imports and exports that is not allo‐
cated to a specific region of origin or destination but to “the rest”, as there is not enough
reliable information about region of consumption or production. For some products over
90% of trade is allocated to the rest. Second, especially for regions, which are a central trad‐
ing hub such as Hamburg and Bremen, imports and exports are not consistent with data on
regional production and consumption. For these reasons regional trade statistics are used
for the initial estimate, but for the construction of constraints attached with high standard
deviations, in order to reflect the poor data quality. Instead, data on national foreign trade
embodied in the WIOD SUTs is allocated to the regions for the initial estimate.
The first step of this procedure consists of eliminating re‐exports from the national WIOD
foreign trade vectors. Comparing national foreign imports and exports reported in the WIOD
SUTs with those form the official tables, reveals only small deviations due to harmonization
adjustments. The official import table reports a certain amount of re‐exports for all physical
products and some services8, whereas the WIOD import table contains only zeros. Further‐
more, for some products such as pharmaceuticals or office machinery imports exceed total
domestic consumption and exports domestic output. For the elimination of re‐exports
shares of re‐exports in total exports are calculated from the official import table and applied
the foreign trade columns of the WIOD SUTs.
As a second step regional output of product j
total regional domestic use of product j

∙

is interpreted as export potential, whereas
∙ is

interpreted as import potential. Regional

trade with the rest of the world is then estimated as:
(38)

7

8

EWG is a German product classification for foreign trade and is not derived from any UN classifica‐
tion, as its first version was established 1936. However, the conversion into 2‐digit CPA product
groups is possible without conflicts.

for some products such as wearing apparels or office machinery more than 60% of exports are con‐
sist of imported products
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∙

∙

∙

∙

(39)

Regional gross imports and exports are estimated via a refined version of Kronenberg’s
[Kronenberg, 2009] CHARM procedure. The refinement is necessary due to the fact that the
original CHARM procedure may yield estimates for regional imports and/or exports, which
exceed total regional output or domestic consumption. In the original CHARM formula the
parameter
plays a crucial role in the estimation procedure and is calculated from ob‐
served national trade flows with the rest of the world:
(40)
∙

, where

∙

∙

≡

∙

denotes the amount of cross‐hauling, which is defined as the dif‐

ference of the trade volume of the nation with the rest of the world
and the absolute value of the national trade balance

.

is,

therefore, the share of cross‐hauling in the sum of total domestic output and consumption,
which is then interpreted as a proxy for the heterogeneity of product j. Kronenberg [2009]
assumes that product heterogeneity is characteristic to a product and not to geographical
location, so that
may be applied to the sum of regional domestic output and con‐
sumption, in order to estimate regional cross‐hauling:
∙

(41)

∙

This formula implies that the share cross‐hauling in the sum of domestic output and con‐
sumption in the region is equal to that of the nation, whereby
consists of regional trade
with the rest of the country as well as with the rest of the world. Regional gross imports and
exports may then be calculated as:
∙

(42a)
∙

(42b).

As afore mentioned does this procedure yield estimates for imports and exports that exceed
∙
regional output (
) and consumption ( ∙
)9.This effect can occur for sev‐
∙
eral reasons, which result from the estimation formula for


If

:

is calculated from national trade data which embody re‐exports to such an ex‐

tent that national cross‐hauling is greater than the sum of output and domestic con‐
1 and resultsin regional cross‐hauling that exceeds the sum of re‐
sumption,

9

Note that as
and ∙
∙

≡

≡
∙
∙ implies
must occur simultaneously.

∙

∙

the cases of

∙
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gional output and domestic consumption. For this reason re‐exports should be elimi‐
nated from national trade for the application of CHARM to ensure
1.


0 or

If a product is either not produced or consumed in a region (
0 in spite of

that

0for

0 or
;

0 in spite of

∙

∙

0. Therefore,itis required

∙

0.

∙

∙

These two cases are the more obvious ones for which the problem of
∙

0),

∙

0), CHARM will yield

but cross‐hauling is observed in national foreign trade (
∙

∙

and

occurs, but such inconsistencies are still possible even if re‐exports are elimi‐

∙

nated from national trade data and

;

is set to zero for

∙

∙

0. This problem

arises from the requirements 3 and 4 stated by Kronenberg [2009 for the justification of
equation (41). These requirements claim that an increase in either domestic output or do‐
mestic consumption while consumption or output remains constant will lead to an increase
in regional exports or imports respectively. But an increase in regional output also increases
intermediate consumption, which is likely to be satisfied to a certain degree by additional
imports. A similar argument is made for an increase in domestic consumption.
Although these arguments are plausible, formula (41) can yield inconsistencies, because of
the linkage between domestic output and regional imports and domestic consumption and
regional exports. In order to verify this argument formally it is necessary to distinguish the
0and
0:
cases


∙

0 (42a) becomes

If

. In order to show in which cases exports exceed

output, (41) is substituted into the relation

∙

and further solved for

yielding:
(43a).
∙



∙

On analogy to the derivation of (42a) in the case of
∙

the relation
∙

∙

∙

and solved for

, which yields:

∙
∙

0, (41) is substituted into

(43b).
∙

The fact that

is assumed allows to substitute (41) into (43a) and (43b), which leads

to:

∙

∙

∙
∙

∙

∙

∙
∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

(44a)

∙

∙

(44b).
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As the relationship of

⁄2 to national imports and exports depends on the sign of the na‐

tional trade balance, it is necessary to further distinguish negative and positive trade balanc‐
es for (44a) and (44b) each. Because
0 implies ⁄2
and for
0 ⁄2
,
following cases yielding regional imports and exports that exceed regional output and con‐
sumption can, finally, be derived:
∙

∙

∙

∙
∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

for

0 and

0

(45a’)

for

0 and

0

(45a’’)

for

0 and

0

(45b’)

for

0 and

0

(45b’’).

Given these six cases it remains to clarify why the occurrence of

∙

and

∙

∙

is a serious problem both from a theoretical as well as from a practical point of view:
The theoretical problem is mostly related to the estimation of

from national trade data

that contain re‐exports and its interpretation as a proxy for product heterogeneity. For this
argument it is important to highlight the conceptual difference of simultaneous importation
and exportation with imported and domestically produced products. According to the “In‐
ternational Merchandise Trade Statistics: Supplement to the Compilers Manual” from Statis‐
tic Division of the UN [2008] it is crucial to re‐exports that products are not substantially
transformed and it is, therefore, to be assumed that products involved in such trade are al‐
most perfectly homogeneous. In contrast to this cross‐hauling with domestically produced
products is seen as the result of product differentiation and brand preferences (see Leigh
[1970, Isserman [1980 and Norcliffe [1983). Applying (40) to national gross trade flows that
contain re‐exports is, thus, a contradiction to the interpretation of
as a proxy for product
heterogeneity.
In view that (multi)regional SUTs usually build the base for regional Input‐Output models the
∙
∙
∙
occurrence of
and ∙∙
cannot simply be ignored. When it comes for
∙
example to the estimation of intraregional purchases on the basis of such regional trade es‐
timates the resulting intermediate and final consumption of domestically produced products
will be negative, if re‐exports are ignored. Alternatively regional purchase coefficients, which
account for re‐exports in regional trade explicitly [Lahr, 2001], can be used to derive intrare‐
gional purchases, but this would require the estimation of regional re‐exports. For the case
that regional tables are constructed for a multi‐regional SUT, as it is the case here, the task
becomes even more complicated, because it is necessary to allocate re‐exports to their re‐
gional origin of production and destination of consumption. Furthermore, it is necessary to
split regional trade flows into trade with foreign countries and with the rest of the country
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under study. Accounting for re‐exports would, in the end, complicate the whole construction
of (multi)regional SUTs unnecessarily and add only little explanatory power to the final table.
A refined version of CHARM is, therefore, developed, which yields regional export and im‐
port estimates consistent with the assumption of zero re‐exports. For the refinement it is
important to note, that there is an upper limit for each regionally produced product, to
which cross‐hauling caused by product differentiation is possible. Each trade flow exceeding
; ∙
cannot be explained by product heterogeneity, so that the upper limit for
∙
regional exports or imports involved in regional cross‐hauling is:
min

;

∙

max min

∙

∙

;

∙

(46).

Equation (46) can be interpreted as the maximum cross‐hauling potential of a region or a
nation. Contrary to the original CHARM formula, where
is calculated as the share of na‐
tional cross‐hauling in the sum of output and domestic consumption,

in the modified

formula is calculated as the share of cross‐hauling observed in international trade in the
maximum cross‐hauling potential:
; ∙

(47)

∙

The denominator is multiplied by two as
sumes

consists of both, exports and imports. If one as‐

, i.e. that the share of regional cross‐hauling in the regional cross‐hauling po‐

tential is the same as in the nation, regional cross‐hauling may be estimated as:
2

∗ min

;

∙

∙

(48)

Regional gross imports and exports are then calculated according to (42a) and (42b).
If, in addition, data or estimates on regional trade with the rest of world are available the
splitting of trade with the rest of the world and the rest of the country can be done within
the CHARM procedure. For the integrated estimation of regional trade with the rest of the
world and the rest of the nation it is important, that regional foreign trade does not contain
any re‐exports. This approach is used for the initial estimate of the German MRSUT.
In the first step, the share of cross‐hauling of regional foreign trade in the regional cross‐
hauling potential is calculated instead of the national counterpart as in (46):
; ∙

∙

It is, then, assumed that

(49).
, which seems to be a more plausible assumption, as

product heterogeneity is rather a characteristic of diversification of regional industries than
of the product group itself.
can, thus, be expected to capture special features of re‐
gional industries and thereby the heterogeneity of regional product output more properly. In
the second step for the estimation of regional cross‐hauling in trade flows with the rest of
the country,
is applied to the remaining regional cross‐hauling potential after account‐
ing for regional foreign trade:
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2

∗ min

;

∙

(50).

∙

The subtraction of regional foreign trade in (50) ensures that the estimate is consistent with
∙
∙
∙
and ∙∙
. Regional gross imports and exports are then calculated analo‐
∙
gously to (42a) and (42b) as:
(51a)
(51b),
Whereby

∙

∙

denotes the interregional trade‐balance

of region r. With the estimation of interregional gross trade the construction of the single
regional tables for the German is finished. The next step consists of the allocation of regional
gross trade estimates to the origin of production and the destination of consumption.
III.2 Assembling of the Multi‐Regional Non‐Survey Table
The prior steps of the construction of the initial estimate were aiming at the estimation of 16
individual SUTs, one for each German state. The result of these steps is presented in table 2.
The two final steps of the construction process consist of (1.) linking the 16 single‐regional
SUTs with respect to the interregional trade flows among the states and (2.) the distribution
on domestically produced and imported products on industries and final demand sectors.
For the further allocation of regional gross exports to their regional destination and of gross
imports to their regional origin, it is crucial to understand what kind of information CHARM
delivers. That is, for each product CHARM delivers row and column sums of an origin‐
destination (OD) matrix, whose diagonal elements are zero, so that the task of the first step
is to estimate the off‐diagonal elements of those matrices. Such an OD matrix is presented in
table 3. Note that, as the data on which CHARM is based are ether national totals of shares
in national totals, regional gross trade estimates are consistent in the sense, that the sum of
regional exports to the rest of the country equals the sum of regional imports from the rest
∑
of the country for each product j: ∑
∀.
For the estimation of the off‐diagonal elements it is assumed that the geographical distance
between two states has no influence on scale of bilateral trade flows. For the final MRSUT
the effect of distance is captured by the constraints on interregional trade flows, which are
based on transportation data. As a first step the regional origin of imports from the rest of
the country are distributed to the regions of origin according to their market‐share in total
interregional exports except exports of the importing state:
̃

∑

(52)

In final step of the construction procedure of the initial estimate total purchases of indus‐
tries ∙ and domestic final demand sectors ∙ are split with according to their geographical
origin. For this purpose regional purchase coefficients are calculated for intraregional pur‐
chases, purchases from other regions and from the rest of the world. Due to the estimation
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procedure of regional with the rest of the country and the rest of the world, the existence of
re‐exports can be ruled out, so that according to [Lahr, 2001]for region
:
∙
∙

∙

(53a)

∙

∙

(53b)

∙

(53c).

∙

As there is no further information about the propensity to consume imported products of
individual industries or final demand sectors, it is assumed that for each product j in region r
industries and domestic final demand sector have the same average import propensity. Due
to this assumption it is possible to apply the regional purchase coefficients to total use of
product j in region r by industry i or final demand sector k. For intraregional purchases
∗ ∙ and
∗ ∙ , for interregional purchases
∗
∙

∗

and
∗

∙

∙

as well as for purchases from foreign countries
∗

and

∙

.

Region 1

Region 2

⋯

Region r

0

̃

⋯

̃

̃

⋮

̃

Total

Region r

⋯

Region 2 Region 1

Table 5 Origin‐Destination Matrix with CHARM estimated row and column sums

Source: own calculations

̃

Total

̃
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⋯
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⋱
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0

⋮
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This procedure generates a non‐survey use regionalized multiregional supply‐use table, but
so far the table is not balanced. As the application of (52) does not insure the sum of exports
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to other regions to be equal to CHARM estimates of gross exports to the rest of the country,
regional product‐output is not equal to total use that product. For this reason matrix balanc‐
ing methods such as RAS have to be applied.
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IV Table Balancing and the Introduction of Superior Data
The non‐survey initial estimate of GerMRSUT isn’t balanced so far, as regional product‐
output is not equal to total use of that product. Furthermore, the non‐survey table –despite
consumption of households‐ is only based on very basic data from national and regional ac‐
counts. Also, the spatial dimension is still absent from the table, as regional trade relation‐
ships are not affected by the distance between two trading regions. For this reason the qual‐
ity of the table should be improved by adjusting it to information given by superior data
sources on the one hand. On the other hand the resulting table must fulfil the fundamental
accounting balances of the use‐regionalized framework and be consistent with data used for
the non‐survey procedure.
A balancing method that fulfils all of these requirements is the most recent RAS variant
KRAS, which was developed by [Lenzen et al., 2009] and is the core of AISHA, a tool for the
construction of (series) of multi‐regional supply use tables [Geschke et al., 2011]. The final
version of GerMRSUT should fulfil following constraints, defined by available data and ac‐
counting balances:


Accounting balances of the use‐regionalized framework must be fulfilled, meaning
that regional product output must be equal to total use of that product and output
by industry must be equal to total consumption of intermediate and primary inputs.



If regional supply and interregional use tables are summed up over all regions the re‐
sult must be equal to the national supply and use tables



For each region output, value‐added and wages by industry as well as total final con‐
sumption of regional households, regional governments and total net taxes on prod‐
ucts must be equal to data from regional accounts.



Regional imports from and exports to the rest of the world for physical goods must
be adjusted to information from regional foreign trade statistics.



The spatial structure of interregional trade in physical goods must be adjusted to
transport flows estimated from an entropy maximizing model.



Regional cost structures of manufacturing industries must be adjusted to infor‐
mation gained from the industrial cost structure survey.

AISHA enables to handle all of these constraints in an integrated approach. The next subsec‐
tions will first describe the general RAS approach and its recent variant KRAS. Thereafter,
processing of superior data is described followed by the implementation of balancing and
adjustment of the table in AISHA.
IV.1 The RAS Methodology and it’s recent Variant: KRAS
A crucial requirement of every SUT is that economic accounting balances are represented in
its structure, such that row and column sums for products and industries must be equal, i.e.
in the case of the German MRSUT balances of the use‐regionalized framework must be met.
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The non‐survey initial estimate does so far violate these balancing equations, so that a
method for matrix balancing has to be applied. One of the most basic and still most popular
methods is the so called RAS technique, whereby A represents a matrix (e.g. of interindustry
transactions or input coefficients) and R and S adjustment vectors that are calculated itera‐
tively. RAS can be used for reconciling a non‐survey input‐output table with known row and
column sums (i.e. with balancing conditions such as (1) and (2) for the single region case) or
for updating input‐output tables, when only partial information about row and column sums
are given for a more recent year. The goal is, thus, to estimate a matrix
that is con‐
sistent with given row and column sums,
and
with
, and deviates only to a minimal degree from the initial matrix
[Miller & Blair,
2009]. As afore mentioned, the final matrix
in terms of an iterative calculation proce‐
dure, assuming
and
. The iterative process starts with step
0
and the initial matrix
and is then carried out in three successive steps:
1.

with

2.
3. Set

with
1 and return to step 1.

The first two steps may be summarized to

. These three steps are succes‐

sively repeated until deviations of row and column sums (

and

) from those known for the final

and
) are sufficiently small, this is:
and
,
is an arbitrary small positive number. Generally for an infinite number of steps

matrix (

where

∏ 1
∏ 1
lim →
, whereby
and
[Geschke
et al., 2011]. Furthermore, the RAS procedure has two important properties: Firstly, signs of
the initial matrix
are preserved, so that a final matrix estimated from a non‐negative
initial one will non‐negative two. Second, zero elements of the initial matrix will remain zero
in the final table [Miller & Blair, 2009].

The iterative RAS procedure can be interpreted as the solver of a constraint optimization
problem [Bacharach, 1970]. Thereby, the objective consists of minimizing the loss of infor‐
mation given by the initial matrix, i.e. the differences between the initial
and final table
elements
, constrained by known row and column sums of the final matrix:
0 ,

min

1

∑ ∑

1 ln

(54a)

s.t.
1

∑

1

(54b)

1

∑

1

(54c)

The corresponding Lagrange function appears as:
∑ ∑

1 ln

∑

1

∑

1

∑

1

∑

1

(55),
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and
are Lagrangian multipliers. The solution of the minimal information loss
where
problem is then found by working out the related first‐order conditions and solving the re‐
sulting system of equations:
1

ln

1

1

∑

1

0

(57b)

1

∑

1

0

(57c)

Solving (57b) for

ln

0

(56a)

1 and rearranging yields:

⁄

1

0

⁄

0

(58)

⁄
⁄
Defining
and
delivers then the familiar relationship between the
elements of the final and the initial matrix, with it’s adjustment terms and :

1

0

Finally, the values for
tions (1b) and (1c):

(59).
and

are found by inserting (3) the two remaining first‐order condi‐

(60a)

∑

(60b)

∑

Solving both equations iteratively delivers then the adjustment terms with which
be multiplied, in order to reach the final table [Miller & Blair, 2009].

is to

The application of the original RAS, however, is hampered by several limitations, which gave
rise to numerous extensions of the original RAS procedure:
First, the conventional RAS is not able to handle negative entries, which arise frequently in
input‐output and supply‐use tables such as changes inventories or net taxes on products. In
this case the solution won’t converge towards the optimal solution. This problem was solved
by [Junius & Oosterhaven, 2003], who developed the so called GRAS algorithm (G stands for
generalized), which is capable to deal with negative entries as well as with negative row and
column sums. They solve the problem of dealing with negatives by restating the objective of
minimal information loss:
0 for

with
min

0 ,

1

0
∑ ∑

0 and
0

0 else, so that
ln

1

0
(61a)

s.t.
1

∑

0

(61b)

1

∑

0

(61c)
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The basic idea of GRAS becomes apparent in the Lagrangian function related to the restated
optimization problem, in which the initial matrix elements
0 are decomposed into a
semi‐positive and a negative subset:
∑
∑

0

, ∈

∑

0

∑

ln
∑

1

0

, ∈

∑

ln

1

0

(62),

where and
are the sets , for which
0
0 and
0
0, respectively. On
analogy to the conventional RAS problem the solution is found by setting up the correspond‐
ing first‐order condition with respect , so that the final matrix is obtained as:
1

0

1

0

⁄ for

0
0

0

0

⁄ for

0

0.

The adjustment terms and can, then, be calculated iteratively from the system of non‐
linear equations, that results from the first‐order conditions of the Lagrangian multipliers
and after inserting the solutions for
1 :
∑

, ∈

0

, ∈

0

1

(63a)

∑

, ∈

0

, ∈

0

1

(63b)

The iterative calculation process is terminated if
|

| and

, ∈

, ∈
, ∈

, ∈

|

|for arbi‐

trarily small .
This generalized RAS variant was developed as an alternative to an ad hoc RAS approach in
which negative entries are subtracted from the initial matrix and the balancing constraint in
a first step. After balancing the resulting semi‐positive matrix negative elements are added
back to obtain the final matrix. As negative elements are ignored, they do not contribute to
the minimization of information loss, yielding a sub‐optimal solution. GRAS, however, incor‐
porates negatives explicitly, so that information loss is lowered compared to the ad hoc ap‐
proach [Junius & Oosterhaven, 2003].
The second major problem consists in the limitation to constraints on row and column sums
only, which in our case prevents the introduction of additional information on single ele‐
ments or on aggregates of elements of the MRSUT. The simplest approach for the introduc‐
tion of additional information consists in excluding these elements from the balancing pro‐
cedure. Afterwards these elements are added back to the solution of the conventional RAS
balancing procedure [Miller & Blair, 2009]. As in many cases information about aggregates is
known, several refinements of the RAS approach were developed e.g. handling constraints
from national IOTs on multi‐regional input‐output tables. Oosterhaven et al. [1986 introduce
an additional constraint to the minimal information loss problem that ensures consistency of
intra and interregional transactions with national ones. Based on test for tables of three
provinces they conclude that the use of national tables increases reliability of regional ta‐
bles, especially of multi‐regional tables compared to single regional ones. In the case that
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partial information is available on a higher level of aggregation than the original matrix to be
balanced, a three‐stage variant of RAS, the so called TRAS, may be used if aggregation rules
are known [Gilchrist & St. Louis, 2004, Gilchrist & St Louis, 1999] ([Gilchrist & St Louis, 1999],
[Gilchrist & St. Louis, 2004]). The first two steps consist of the conventional RAS in which
adjustments towards known row and column sums are made, whereas in the third step ad‐
justment factors are calculated by means of element wise division of the known matrix by
the aggregated target matrix. These authors furthermore show that compared to the con‐
ventional RAS the introduction of additional information yields superior results [Gilchrist &
St Louis, 1999]. Cole [1992], finally, proposes a general method for handling constraints of
arbitrary size or shape on subsets of the matrix to be balanced. All constraints are thereby
treated as subtotals of blocks of entries in a generalized formulation of constraints and are
applied successive manner in each round of adjustment. Grounded on the economic inter‐
pretation of changes in input‐output coefficients Snower [1990 proposed an updating meth‐
od that is based on two sets of information about final demand and output as well as prices
and value‐added for the desired year of the updated table. Final demand is, then, used to
estimate output in terms of the static quantity model using input‐coefficients of the “old”
matrix. Differences between estimated and actual output are said to be the result of sys‐
tematic changes in input coefficients and are used to construct an adjustment vector for pre‐
multiplication. Information about value‐added, however, is used to estimate a vector of rela‐
tive prices, whose deviation from known prices is used to construct the second adjustment
vector.
Third, the afore mentioned methods do not account for uncertainties neither of the initial
estimate nor of external data for constraints. Hence, these methods do not distinct between
elements of the initial estimate or constraints that are known with high certainty and highly
uncertain elements. Recent attempts to address uncertainty of constraints on row and col‐
umn total have inter alia been made by Daalgard and Gysting [2004] by introducing confi‐
dence factors that cause elements with high certainty to be adjusted more slowly than those
that are highly uncertain during the adjustment process.
However, none of the methods are able to deal with inconsistencies in external data. Such
inconsistencies can either have a direct or an indirect nature. Direct inconsistencies for ex‐
ample occur when data from different sources are imposed as constraints on one and the
same element, but with different values. On the other hand, indirect inconsistencies arise if
constraints on different elements lead to conflicts due to the interindustry relations present
in input‐output and supply‐use tables. As such situations will any of the RAS approaches
mentioned above prevent from converging inconsistencies have to be eliminated manually
[Lenzen et al., 2009]. The recent RAS variant KRAS (where K stands for Konfliktfrei) was de‐
veloped to solve the problem of conflicting data and is also capable to handle constraints of
arbitrary size and shape, to handle negative negatives and to take uncertainty of constraints
and the initial table into account. The main idea of the KRAS algorithm consists of adjusting
values of constraints according to their uncertainty if the conventional GRAS terminates os‐
cillating due to conflicts in constraint values. The formulation of the information loss prob‐
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lem is based on a vectorized representation of the matrix to be balanced or updated,
such that constraints can be formulated as
, where denotes RHS values of the con‐
straints and is a matrix of constraint coefficients . If it is for example the sum two ele‐
ments is known, say
, then row 3 of consists of ones in column 1 and 2 and
zeros elsewhere. If however
is difference between both elements (
), then
1. Note, that an important feature of KRAS is that
is not restricted to unity, as
in some cases there is information on ratios rather than absolute values, e.g. the share of
product output that is sold to households.
The corresponding Lagrangean appears as a modified version of that used in GRAS for allow‐
ing to be positive as well as negative:
∑;

∑;

1 ln

∑

1 ln

∑

1

(64),

Where
0 and
1 are elements of the vectorized initial and final table, respectively.
Working out the first order condition and solving for
1 yields following solution, where
is the index for constraints:
1

0

1

0

∑

0 ∏

∑

0 ∏

for

0

0

(65a)

for

0

0.

(65b)

Inserting this solution into the constraint equation
∑

0 ∏

;

∑

;

delivers:

0 ∏

0

(66).

arbitrarily chosen
. For
This equation is then solved iteratively starting with
the purpose of solving inconsistencies in constraints, KRAS uses a modified termination con‐
dition, as in the case of conflicts the solution of conventional RAS as well as GRAS alternates
between conflicting constraints. In the case of KRAS right hand side values of constraints are
adjusted to solve conflicts if the distance between the constraint and its realization
does not improve in two subsequent iterations n and (n‐1):
|

|

|

|

(67)

If this inequality is fulfilled needsto be modified too, so that the iterative procedure is car‐
ried out in four steps, whereby 0
:
1. With 0

1 and the standard deviation
∑

2. For given
∑

and

∑
0

, compute
∑

according to
,

(68a)

solve

;

3. With

min

of

for
given from step 1 compute.

;

(68b)
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for
for
4. With

,

and

0 or

(68c)

0

given return to step 1 and compute

(68d)
.

It becomes clear that the KRAS algorithm will violate constraints in the case of inconsisten‐
cies, but this violation is made based on uncertainty associated with that constraint. If
∑
∑
equation 51 becomes
indi‐
∑
cating that no adjustment is necessary. If on the other hand
the constraint is adjusted according to standard deviation, so that KRAS finds a compromise
solution between constraints in conflict [Lenzen et al., 2009]. In the case of conflicts be‐
tween two constraints ‐ e.g.
and , where
is of higher confidence
‐
is
modified more strongly than , which results in a compromise solution closer to .
The important refinement of the KRAS algorithm compared to other RAS variants consists in
solving potential conflicts in external data in an automated manner. It, thus, removes the
necessity of manual and sometimes arbitrary adjustments of data, but treads data uncer‐
tainty as a fundamental characteristic of real world data, that needs to be handled in a
transparent manner.
IV.2 Processing of Superior Data
Data from national and regional accounts have already been used for the construction of the
non‐survey initial estimate. The introduction of these data items as additional constraints is
necessary to ensure consistency of the final table with national and regional accounts. As the
introduction of additional data during the balancing and adjustment process will have effects
on regional and national aggregates (soft) boundaries for the adjustment will be set by re‐
gional and national accounts. As national and regional accounts use the same classification
as the supply‐use tables no reclassification or other adjustments were necessary. Regional
foreign trade data for physical goods have to be reclassified from EWG to CPA classification,
before they can use as constraints.
The remaining superior data namely transport flows and information from industrial cost
structure survey, however, require several steps of estimation and processing. The methods
and procedures applied to them will be explained in the next subsection more detailed.
IV.2.1 Freight Transport Data
Transportation data are available in in the form of complete OD‐Matrices for 58 types of
products for shipments in tons via rail and inland navigation. These data are complete, so
that the data processing only consists of re‐classification and the transformation from tons
into monetary values as described below. However, for shipments via road OD‐matrices are
only available for 10 types of products, whereby there is only one complete OD‐matrix for
manufactured products. OD‐matrices for other products often contain information on major
flows, as well as zero flows and a “/” denoting positive flows, for which the standard error
was to large. As total inflows and outflows of the German states are available for 20 differ‐
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ent types of products in addition, the task consists in estimating individual flows between
pairs of regions consistent with given information inflows and outflows as well as partial in‐
formation on (sums of) individual flows. The estimation of individual flows is therefore in the
context of spatial interaction models and it was decided to estimate OD‐matrices for road
transportation with an entropy maximizing model [Wilson, 1970].
IV.2.1.1 The Entropy Maximizing Approach
For this approach it was not possible to use inflow and outflow data for all 20 types of prod‐
ucts for two reasons: First, for some products inflow and outflow data are incomplete at a
deeper level of disaggregation. This was the case for non‐solid fuels (crude oil and refined
petroleum) as well as for products of agriculture and forestry, for which only the total of
both is available. Second, some product groups exhibit a greater level of detail than the
product classification of the SUTs. Chemical products for example comprise 4 different prod‐
uct subgroups. The only products group for which complete information on subgroups are
available are manufactured products, comprising machinery,
Due to the nature of the road transportation data the entropy maximizing approach is used
for the product‐groups agriculture and forestry, food, non‐solid fuels, basic metal, other
non‐metallic mineral products and chemical products to estimate missing values of the OD‐
matrix. On the other hand, for manufactured products comprising the subgroups transport
equipment, fabricated metal and machinery, glass, textiles and wearing apparel, and other
manufactured products, complete inflow and outflow data as well as a complete OD‐matrix
are available, so that the entropy maximizing approach is used to estimate OD‐matrices for
each subgroup. The results of these two procedures are 11 OD‐matrices for road transporta‐
tion in total. The structure of such OD‐matrices is presented in table 6.
The basic idea of entropy maximization in the context of spatial interaction was developed
by Wilson [1967 and is based on the concepts of micro and macro states of a spatial interac‐
tion system. The macro state of such a system is represented by the OD‐matrix in table 6,
which counts the number of transactions (in our case freight flows) between each possible
pair of regions. The micro level of a spatial interaction system however consists of a descrip‐
tion of the movement of each individual ton of freight from one region to another, so that
each macro state is a representation of individual movements on the micro level.
∙
∑
∑ ∙ transported in the system, each micro
Given a number of total number tons
state consistent with is equally likely. From that follows that the probability of a specific
macro state is proportional to the number of possible micro states that can reproduce that
specific macro state in terms of aggregation. If for example in table 6 there are only ship‐
ments from region 1 to region 2 and shipments between all other regions are zero, then
there is only one micro state that can reproduce this macro state and this is when each ton is
shipped from region 1 to region 2. If, however, only one ton is shipped in the other direction,
microstates exist that can yield the macro state (OD‐matrix), as each single ton can be the
one that is shipped in the other from region 1 to region 2 [Sargento, 2009, Snickars &
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Weibull, 1977]. In general the number of micro states consistent with a macro state
given as:
!

is

(68).

∏ ∏

The basic idea of the entropy maximizing approach is now to find the macro state (od‐
matrix) that is compatible with the maximum number of micro states and therefore the
most probable distribution of interregional shipments [Wilson, 1970].
Table 6 Structure of OD transportation data
Region r

Total

⋯

∙

⋯

∙

⋮

⋮

Total

Region r

⋯

Region 1

Region 2

Region 2

Region 1

⋱

⋮

⋮

∙

⋯

∙

∙

Source: own calculations
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∙

∙

∙
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Due to this the entropy maximizing approach belongs to the class of probabilistic spatial in‐
teraction models. For using (48) as an objective function a logarithmic transformation is of‐
ten applied on
, which yields:
ln

ln !

∑ ∑ ln

!

(70).

The constant ln ! can be eliminated for the maximization and Stirling’s approximation10 can
be used for the factorials, so that the objective function for the entropy maximizing model
for product j appears as:

ln !

10

ln

1 , see Wilson [1967.
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max

∑ ∑

ln

ln

(71).

The example above illustrates, that the unconstraint maximization of (71) yields an even
distribution of shipments, so that additional information should be used to constrain the
solution. In this case the distribution of shipments must be such that given row and column
∙
∙
sums are met, i.e. ∑
and ∑
. In this case the entropy maximizing model
is called double constraint [Wilson, 1971].
For the application of entropy maximizing models it is furthermore useful to make use of
some sort of transportation cost for shipments between the pairs of regions by product as
well as total costs of shipments by product. As transport margins are reported neither in the
official German SUTs nor in the WIOD database, it is assumed that costs are proportional to
the average transportation distance between regions r and s
. In addition to tons in‐
∙
∙
flows and outflows are also available in terms of ton kilometers
and
by product,
which is the product of tons of product j entering or leaving region r and the transport dis‐
tance. From this data two transport cost constraints for each region and product can be con‐
structed:
∑

∗

∑

∗

∙

(72a)
∙

(72b)

Following Nitsch [2000] distances are estimated as weighted distances from great circle dis‐
tances between the capitals of more than 400 counties and from population data as
weighting factors. This approach was originally used by Helliwell and Verdier [2001] and fur‐
ther refined by Nitsch for the estimation of intranational trading distances for empirical
studies on the border effect. Intrastate trading distances are estimated as:
∑

∑

√

(73),

∑

where n and m are counties belonging to state r ,
denotes the population in county n
the area of county n. The first term of the numerator approximates the average
and
intracounty trading distance as a function of land area multiplied by √
, which comes
from the approximation of county’s shape as a circle. The second term is the intercounty
distance weighted by their population.
The average trading distance of pair of German states is estimated as follows, whereby n and
m denote counties belonging the states r and s respectively:
∑

(74).

∑

Given these data for shipments and tons, ton*kilometers and distances the entropy maximi‐
zation problem for the estimation of missing values of the OD‐matrices for product j can be
stated as:
max

∑ ∑

ln

(75a)
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s.t.
∙

∑

(75b)
∙

∑
∑

∗

∑

∗

(75c)
∙

(75d)
∙

(75e)

The constraints (75b) and (75c) ensure that shipments from region r to region s are con‐
sistent with ∙ total inflows of region s and with total outflows of region r ∙ .
In the case of manufactured products the elements of existing OD‐matrix

can be inter‐

preted as capacity of arcs of a network connecting region r with region s [Ahuja et al., 1993].
For each product subgroup a positive parameter
is defined, which denotes the share of
consumed by product subgroup p. The entropy maximizing problem may then
capacity
be stated as:
∑ ∑ ∑

max

ln

(76a)

s.t.
∙

∑

(76b)
∙

∑
∑

∗

∑

∗

(76c)
∙

(76d)

∙

(76e)

∑

(76f)

The additional bundle constraint (76f) ensures consistency of subgroup‐flows with prior in‐
formation of the OD‐matrix for manufactured products.
IV.2.1.2 Conversion into Monetary Values
The final step of the estimation of constraints for interregional trade consists of the trans‐
formation of shipments from tons to monetary values. According to Llano et al. [2010] value
to ton ratios can be calculated from regional export data, which are in Germany available at
a 4‐digit EWG classification, and applied to all outflows of the respective state. It is, thus,
assumed that there are no differences in value to ton ratios with respect to modes of trans‐
portation and regions of destination. More precisely, as each product‐group consists of
many different types and qualities of products, it is implicitly assumed that the composition
of each product group in interregional trade is the same as in foreign trade.
Despite of requiring strong assumptions about the internal composition of product groups
this approach, furthermore, ignores some important relationships between the average
prices per ton of products, the physical weight and the distance of transport‐flows. In foreign
trade statistics it can be observed for a product‐group that high ton flows are associated
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with low average prices per ton, whereas flows over long distances are associated with high
prices per ton.
With respect to distance, Baldwin and Harrigan [2011 observe this effect in f.o.b. unit‐values
of US exports showing this observation to be inconsistent with standard models of interna‐
tional trade such as those purely based on comparative advantage [Eaton & Kortum, 2002], a
multi‐country version of the Helpman and Krugman [1985 model with trade cost and a multi‐
country Melitz [2003 model. The same relationship between prices per ton and distance is
reported by Helble and Okubo [2006 and Kneller and Yu [2008 for data on Chinese exports.
Baldwin and Harrigan introduce product quality into the heterogeneous firms Melitz [2003
model and show that expansive high quality products are more competitive on distant mar‐
kets and more likely to overcome distance related trade barriers. Johnson [2012 interprets
this as Alchian‐Allen Effect, since in the case of two substitute goods (high and low quality)
fixed per ton transport costs decrease relative prices of high quality products making them
more competitive.
The relationship between the amounts of tons ship and unit‐values also reflects the compo‐
sition of individual products within a product group in relation to origin and destination of an
flow observed. As high ton flows take place within a region or between two neighboring re‐
gions, they most likely consist of a higher share of intermediate products (with low unit‐
values compared to finished goods of that product group) due to the existence of regional
clusters and vertical integration of industries. Furthermore, transport economics suggest
that products with low unit‐values such as building materials or cereals are transported over
shorter distances than those with high unit values like machines or cars. The share of
transport costs in purchaser prices is higher for products with low unit‐values, which makes
them less competitive compared to locally produced commodities.
The relationship between the monetary values of shipments, its physical weight and distance
can be expressed as follows:
̂

∝

where ̂

(78),
denotes the monetary value of exports of product j from state r to country q,

denotes the physical weight of these exports,
denotes the distance between a re‐
gion/country pair and ∝,
and
are coefficients. Dividing (78) by
yields the relation‐
ship between unit‐values
̂

∝

, ton‐flows and distance:
(78)

For
1 larger ton flows yield lower average prices per ton than smaller flows, whereas
shipments over long distances are associated with higher unit‐values compared to shipments
over short distances.
In sake for exploring and quantifying these relationships data on exports of the German fed‐
eral states to 41 European countries for 30 product‐groups (GP03 Classification) are used.
These 30 products are then further aggregated to match with product classification of
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transport statistics as well as with the supply‐use tables. Hence, for monetary values as well
as for physical weight the sample consists of 656 individual flows per product. Distances be‐
tween German states and European countries were calculated via Google maps, whereby
the program calculates the distances between geographical centers. The relationship be‐
tween monetary values, physical weight and distance as expressed in equation (78) is then
estimated in its logarithmic form:
ln ̂
and

ln

ln

(79)

is an i.i.d error term. (51) was estimated in terms of stepwise regression.

The results of the most successful specifications for each type of product are shown in table
7. For each type of products
and
are significant on the 1% level, except the effect of
distance on the monetary value of ore exports. The intercept however is only significant
for five product groups (machines and transport equipment).
The estimation result for
shows that 0
1, which is consistent with expectation
that large ton flows are associated with lower unit‐values. Furthermore,
is smaller for
commodities with low unit values compared to those products with high prices per ton,
which indicates that these products are transported over rather small distances. In the case
of basic and fabricated metals for example the effect of tons transported on average prices
of flows is stronger for basic metals than for fabricated ones. The same can be observed
comparing agricultural with products such as machines or motor vehicles.
With respect to the effect of distance on the monetary value of exports, all coefficients (with
an exception for ore) are 0
1, indicating that unit‐values of shipments over long dis‐
tances are higher than those for small distances for the same product group. This result is in
line with results from international trade literature and the interpretation that unit‐values of
exports are subject to an Alchian‐Allen Effect, as suggested by Johnson [2012. Only in the
cases of crude oil/natural gas and coal distance has no effect on unit‐values.
As distance between two trading partners can also be expected to have explanatory power
for the amount of tons shipped from one region to the other, variance inflation factors (VIF)
were estimated, in order to analyze the degree of potential multicollinearity. The variance
inflation factors are calculated as:
(80)
In formula (80)

denotes the coefficient of determination of an auxiliary regression of dis‐

tance on shipments in tons: ln

ln

. VIFs as reported in table 7 are far

away from critical values, indicating serious problems with multicollinearity (see O’brien
[2007). Surprisingly, distance is of only little explanatory power for the amount of tons
shipped between region/country pairs for all products, suggesting that a large share of devi‐
ations in monetary trade flows is caused by the effect of distance on unit‐values rather than
on physical weight.
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Table 7 Results from stepwise Regression
Coefficients

p‐value

Product

Adj. R²

VIF

Agriculture/Forestry

‐

0.7597

0.2475

‐

0.0000

0.0000

0.8513

1.1077

Coal

‐

0.7632

‐

‐

0.0000

‐

0.9583

1.1826

Crude Oil

‐

0.8948

‐

‐

0.0000

‐

0.9941

1.0308

2.1383

0.8343

‐0.2963

0.0877

0.0000

0.0991

0.8259

1.0009

Other mining

‐

0.7203

0.0358

‐

0.0000

0.0026

0.8991

1.1472

Food/Tobacco

‐

0.8593

0.6326

‐

0.0000

0.0000

0.2982

1.0855

0.9560

0.8947

0.2479

0.0927

0.0000

0.0012

0.8858

1.0947

Refined Petroleum

‐

0.8413

0.1837

‐

0.0000

0.0000

0.9731

1.1167

Chemical Products

‐

0.8838

0.2856

‐

0.0000

0.0000

0.9080

1.0916

Glass/Building Mt.

‐

0.7600

0.2635

‐

0.0000

0.0000

0.8912

1.1753

Basic Metals

‐

0.8477

0.2912

‐

0.0000

0.0000

0.9265

1.1111

Fabricated Metals

1.2004

0.9031

0.1629

0.0058

0.0000

0.0045

0.9397

1.1298

Machinery

2.6309

0.9133

0.1050

0.0000

0.0000

0.0426

0.9388

1.0777

Motor Vehicles

1.5019

0.9975

0.0999

0.0006

0.0000

0.0809

0.9375

1.0794

‐

0.8942

0.2213

‐

0.0000

0.0000

0.9373

1.1342

Ore

Textile Products

Other Manufact.

Source: own calculations
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Finally, the original equation (78) suggests a Cobb‐Douglas type relationship, but for all
products except agriculture/forestry the Null‐Hypothesis
1 0 must be rejected
in Wald‐Tests.
For the estimation of interregional trade the interregional transport flows are transformed
from tons into monetary units by applying (78) on interregional ton flows and distances. As
there are large deviations between total outflows and inflows from regional output and re‐
gional consumption, it was decided to use the interregional trade‐flows in monetary units as
column ratio constraints.
IV.2.2 Cost Structure Survey
The construction of constraints on regional cost and output structures by industry is based
on survey information collected from establishments and enterprises of the mining and
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manufacturing sectors. Survey information consists of two data sets; this is cost structure
surveys on enterprises and annual reports of enterprises.
The variables of the cost structure survey for mining and manufacturing is presented in table
6 and the variables of the annual report in table 7 in the appendix. The major problem in the
processing of these data is that many enterprises consist of several establishments that are
located in different regions, i.e. multi‐regional enterprises. Simple aggregation of data for
industries and regions would, therefore, deliver biased results. Thus, the regional allocation
of cost is achieved with help of the annual report, as the identification of establishments
belonging to an enterprise is possible due to the enterprise IDs. For enterprises all types
costs are allocated on establishments according to establishment’s share in turnover of the
respective enterprise. Afterwards, costs allocated to establishments are aggregated with
respect to the regional location and the belonging to a 2‐digit NACE Rev. 1.1 industry of the
enterprise. For the regional supply tables it is assumed that each establishment produces
only products that belong to the same 2‐digit CPA category. Establishment data are then
aggregated with respect to location, belonging of the establishments to an industry and be‐
longing enterprises to an industry. Due to this assumption it is possible to interpret the turn‐
over of an establishment as turnover from a specific product j.
There is also information on the structure of turnover from different business activities of
enterprises, which can be used for constraints on regional supply tables. The same proce‐
dure as for costs is, therefore, also applied to different types of turnover.
For example an enterprise in Saxony belonging to the food industry consists of two estab‐
lishments, whereby the first establishment produces food is located in Saxony and achieves
60% of total turnover. If the second establishment is located in Bavaria and produces chemi‐
cal products, then 60% of costs are allocated to the food industry in Saxony’s use table and
40% is allocated to the food industry in Bavaria’s use table. On the other hand 60% of the
enterprise’s output is allocated to food production of the food industry in Saxony, whereas
the remaining 40% is allocated to output of chemical products of the food industry in Bavar‐
ia.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to use the whole information of the cost‐structure survey, as
some categories of intermediate consumption and value‐added are more detailed in the
survey than in the use tables. For this reason some of the cost categories had had to be ag‐
gregated, so that finally categories of value‐added (wages, depreciation, net operating sur‐
plus and net taxes on production) and five types of intermediate consumption are reached
(material inputs, energy, renting of buildings and equipment, insurance services and other
services). With respect to turnover it is possible to distinguish turnover from physical goods,
trade services and other services. Note, that for the calculation of output, commodities pur‐
chased for re‐sale ne to be subtracted from turnover generated by trade activities, as output
of trade services only consists of the trade margin [Reich et al., 1995].
Before cost‐structure information can be introduced as constraints, data need to be adjusted
in two further steps, because the survey only covers enterprises with more than 20 employ‐
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ees and because purchases are reported at purchaser prices. The first task is addressed by
calculating shares of costs and turnover in value‐added for each industry and region. These
ratios are, then, applied to industry specific value‐added data given by regional accounts
assuming small business enterprises to have average cost and turnover structure as those
enterprises, who participated in the survey.
For the conversion of purchaser into basic prices is carried out analogue to the conversion of
final consumption of households. It is assumed that industry specific net tax rates and trade
margins as reported in the WIOD valuation matrices also apply to respective industries on
the regional level. The sum of net taxes deduced by industry are then used as constraints on
net product taxes, whereas the sum trade margins deduced is used as a constraint on inter‐
mediate consumption of trade services. Finally, the resulting information about primary and
intermediate consumption (at basic prices) as well as turnover structures is used for ratio
constraints.
IV.2.3 Estimation of Standard Deviations
A crucial requirement for using KRAS for balancing the German MRSUT is the availability of
information about data uncertainty. Apart from being required for finding compromise solu‐
tions in the case of conflicting data, uncertainty information also play an important role for
the assessment of reliability of results from input‐output analysis based in GerMRIO. For the
estimation of data uncertainties the methodology of Wiedmann et al. [2008] was adopted,
which relies on the assumption of log‐normally distributed data values. Then, the “order‐of‐
magnitude errors” of a data value can be approximated as:
∆log

log

1

(81),

∆ ⁄ is the relative standard error. The estimation of data uncertainty is based
where
on the observation that large data values are generally more certain than smaller ones, as
they usually consist of many small observation points such that errors are cancelled out dur‐
ing accumulation. For this reason following equation is estimated using ordinary least
squares:
log

1

∗ ln | |

(81),

where and are regression coefficients to be estimated and is an error term. As no pub‐
lished information from which relative standard error can be constructed for the regression,
differences between the values of different data sources are used as a proxy. For uncertainty
inherent in the national supply‐use tables the differences of the elements between the
WIOD SUT and the official one are used as a proxy. Whereas for regional foreign trade and
the cost structure survey data points were aggregated to national values and compared with
information from the official supply‐use table. Since for interregional trade none of such
benchmark data exist minimum, maximum and average standard errors are set manually to
values exceeding those for other constraint. This approach at least assures that interregional
trade information is indicated as the most uncertain data item.
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V Implementation and Results
In order to generalize and facilitate the import of the initial estimate and additional data, as
well as the formulation of constraints, an 8‐tiered hierarchy, the so‐called tree‐structure of
the table, is used to address single or sets of elements. The first two tiers describe the ac‐
counting year and the valuation of the table, which is in our case each only consist of one
element (2007 and basic prices). The following three tears identify the origin of transactions
reported in the table by specifying region, entity and sector of origin, whereas the remaining
three tiers specifies region, entity and sector of destination. The German MRSUT incorpo‐
rates 17 regions (16 federal states + row) and 4 entities (industries, commodities, value‐
added and final demand), each of them consisting of several sectors. In total there are 41
industries, 63 Commodities, 5 components of value‐added and 10 final demand sectors.
For the formulation of the actual optimization problem initial and final MRIO as well as raw
data are vectorised automatically. The
1 vectorised final MRIO must, then, fulfil the
constraints of raw data expressed as a system of linear equations
and of a set of
boundaries
as much as possible, whereby is the
1column vector of raw
data and is a
matrix of coefficients. and are lower and upper boundaries. The
boundaries and allows to pose restriction on the sign of elements. The vast majority is re‐
quired to be non‐negative (
0 and
∞), such as output, intermediate‐ or final con‐
sumption. Only few elements are allowed to become negative, these are changes in invento‐
ries, net taxes on products and production and net operating surplus. In fact the industrial
cost‐structure survey revealed negative net profits of some regional manufacturing indus‐
tries. The coefficient matrix is used to connect elements of the MRIO to raw data points. If
for example the sum of a set of MRIO elements (e.g. the sum of total steel used by machin‐
ery industry of all regions) is required to meet specific value (e.g. value of steel used by the
machinery industry of the national use table), the respective row of will be populated with
zeros and ones. In cases where raw data is more/less aggregated as in the MRIO or have dif‐
ferent classifications, operations of aggregation, disaggregation and reclassification are con‐
ducted automatically by making use of concordance matrices [Geschke et al., 2011].
For the operation of AISHA the data processing language A‐Lang is used to read and locate
sections of the initial estimate and to pose constraints in terms of raw data on them. Each
AISHA‐run requires at least three types of command files: First, the tree‐structure file con‐
tains the structure of the MRIO in terms of the 8‐dim representation, i.e. it defines regions,
entities and sectors. The second file contains A‐Lang commands that read the initial estimate
and identify the positions of individual sections in the MRIO accounting framework. Finally,
the constraint‐file consists of A‐Lang commands that steer the insertion and processing of
raw data and formulates their relation to the MRIO in terms of constraints [Geschke et al.,
2011].
The result of the final table can be visualized in various ways. Figure 2 shows a so‐called
heat‐map, which gives an overview over the structure and values of the MRIO. The scale
ranges from dark blue for strongly positive to red for negative elements. Diagonal blocks
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represent regional supply‐and intraregional use tables, whereas off‐diagonal blocks repre‐
sent interregional trade transactions according to the use‐regionalized framework.
Figure 2 Heatmap of the German MRSUT

Source: own calculations

IEK‐STE 2013

It can be seen even on the regional level, where trade‐borders are absent, intraregional
transaction are still more important compared to interregional trade in most cases. An ex‐
ception are especially the city states (Berlin, Hamburg and Bremen), which have a very low
level local industrial production and have a very high dependency from surrounding regions.
Another important aspect is the visualization of data uncertainty, i.e. the adherences of
MRIO values from raw data constraints. The comparison of relative adherences is shown in
Figure 3. The y‐axis displays the relative violation of constraints and the x‐axis the logarithm
of MRIO elements. It can be seen from the left diagram that the elements of the initial esti‐
mate with low values violate raw data constraints much more strongly than elements with
high values. Overall, there is a strong relationship between relative adherences and the size
of elements. The left diagram however shows the adherences from raw data of the final
MRSUT and gives a good impression on how KRAS works: elements at the bottom are those,
which are adequately supported by raw data with low uncertainty. It can also be seen that
elements with high values have much lower uncertainty (bottom right), i.e. for elements
with a magnitude of more than four relative violations of raw data are close to zero. Cases in
which elements of relatively high magnitude (top) strongly violate raw data are seldom,
which indicates that the vast majority of these elements are adequately supported by data.
Overall, total adherences of the final table are significantly minimized compared to the initial
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values. This result encourages concluding that the final table is accurate in terms of holistic
accuracy.
Figure 3 relative adherences of initial and final MRIO elements from constraints

Source: own calculations

IEK‐STE 2013
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VI Conclusion
The focus of this report has been the construction procedure of German multi‐regional sup‐
ply‐use table. It was demonstrated how the integration of initial estimate and excessive
amounts of superior data can simplified and enhanced, due to standardisation and automa‐
tion coming along with the AISHA software package. Thereby, a crucial aspect of the con‐
struction is the transparent handling and reporting of data uncertainty, which allows the
critical evaluation of results gained from analysis. The MRSUT in its current form is well
equipped for the analysis of effect of energy policy on regional structural change and spatial
as well as social distribution of gains and burdens.
Based on the MRSUT multi‐regional interindustry model will developed in three steps,
whereby each sub‐model is applied to a specific issue of the energy‐policy: 1.) Static quantity
model with endogenous consumption of households for the analysis of regional distribution
and spill‐over effects from the promotion of renewable energies. 2.) Static price model for
studying effects of feed‐in tariffs on regional economies and income distribution. 3.) Intro‐
duction of dynamics to the model in terms of endogenous investment and analysis of re‐
gional energy policies in comparison to national energy policy in the long‐run. Apart from
AISHA allows the extension of the German MRSUT database in several directions in a con‐
sistent and timesaving manner:
First, the German MRSUT can be connected to global or European input‐output databases
such as EORA or WIOD, in order to become a mixed interregional/international database.
This extension would greatly enlarge the range of analysis, as it allows analysing effects of
global developments (in certain countries) on regional energy supply in Germany or the shift
of production to foreign countries due to national policies. A second possible extension is
the further disaggregation of certain important sectors and the introduction of data about
energy use in physical units and greenhouse gas emissions. In this way, macroeconomic con‐
sequences of efficiency improvements in certain sectors, e.g. steel production can be studied
and the possibilities of connecting input‐output to technology oriented models are in‐
creased. The combination of both directions offers additional potential applications such as
calculating regional carbon footprints or hybrid LCA, which consists of connecting standard
life cycle to input‐output analysis.
In summary, the German MRSUT offers a comprehensive database and a flexible framework
for various applications, especially for the evaluation of energy policy, so that this tool could
improve insights of researches as well as the support of political decision‐making.
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Table 8 Variable of the cost structure survey
Variable

General

Enterprise ID
Industry
Location
Number of employees
self‐produced commodities (incl. installation, maintenance, hired labor)

Turnover

commodities for resale
wholesaling on a fee
other activities
Changes in Inventories
Internally created property, plant and equipment
Material inputs

Intermediate Consumption

Energy
Labor leasing
Installation, Maintenance etc.
Renting and leasing
Interest on borrowed capital
Insurance premiums
Social security
Other social costs
Other cost: services
Compensation of employees

Primary inputs

Consumption taxes
Taxes
Depreciation
Subsidies on production
Value‐added taxes (VAT)
Deducible VAT

Source: own calculations

IEK‐STE 2013
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Table 9 Annual report of establishments
Variables
Establishment ID

General

Enterprise ID
Industry
Location
Number of employees

Turnover

Compensation of employees
in Germany
Abroad
Total

Source: own calculations

IEK‐STE 2013
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Many of the issues at the centre of public attention can only be dealt with by an interdisci‐
plinary energy systems analysis. Technical, economic and ecological subsystems which inter‐
act with each other often have to be investigated simultaneously. The group Systems Analy‐
sis and Technology Evaluation (STE) takes up this challenge focusing on the long‐term sup‐
ply‐ and demand‐side characteristics of energy systems. It follows, in particular, the idea of a
holistic, interdisciplinary approach taking an inter‐linkage of technical systems with econom‐
ics, environment and society into account and thus looking at the security of supply, eco‐
nomic efficiency and environmental protection. This triple strategy is oriented here to socie‐
tal/political guiding principles such as sustainable development. In these fields, STE analyses
the consequences of technical developments and provides scientific aids to decision making
for politics and industry. This work is based on the further methodological development of
systems analysis tools and their application as well as cooperation between scientists from
different institutions.
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